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Declaring My Assumptions

Affiliations
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+ Others not pictured

+ Alumni
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Africa and the ongoing AI 
revolution - An opinionated 

view
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What is Artificial Intelligence?

Classical definition

An Agent (machine)

Exists in some Environment

Takes Action 

To achieve 

some Goal(s)

Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach by Peter Norvig and Stuart J. Russell 5



What is Machine Learning?

Subset of AI that deals with

A machine learning patterns from data
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Large Scale Deep Learning with 

TensorFlow Jeff Dean
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Why ML?

Interpretable Machine Learning: A Guide for Making Black Box Models Explainable. 
Christoph Molnar 8



What is old is new again

This is not the first time we are going through an AI/ML 
hype cycle.

We are now in the age of Generative AI  

It won't be the last. 

How do we learn from the past to also get a grip on the 
future?



There will be change

Many ideas that will be floating 
around.

Most will wither away, some will

float to the top. 



Defining the challenges to Low Resource 
Languages

● Low availability of resources
(Data, Tools, etc.)

● Discoverability
● Reproducibility
● Focus
● Benchmarks
● Scale and Complexity

A Focus on Neural Machine Translation for African Languages

Repartition map of the languages over the world (version blank of key) 

[Wikimedia:User:Industrius]
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How we can all contribute to 
Language Development, 

lessons from the Grassroots
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Building on Grassroots AI

Lowering barriers to entry

Multidisciplinary

Inclusive

Address Systemic Issues

Collaborative

Independent / Multi-institutional

Holistic

Community Focused



The Deep Learning Indaba

There was an Idea #SautiYetu

Strengthening African Machine Learning

Vision

Africans becoming
● critical contributors, 
● owners, 
● and shapers 

of the coming advances in artificial intelligence and 
machine learning.

https://deeplearningindaba.com/ 14



The Talking Drums of Africa [2017, South 
Africa]

330 Attending [700 Applicants]



Masakhane [South Africa, 2018]
We Build Together

650 Attending [~1500 Applicants]



Sauti Yetu [Kenya, 2019]
Our Voice

650 Attending [~1800 Applicants]



Masirouna [Tunisia, 2022]
Our Destiny

400 Attending



Yɛbɛtumi (We Can) [Ghana, 2024]
Our Destiny

800 Attending, 3000+ Applications
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Masakhane is a grassroots AI organisation

whose mission is to strengthen and spur 

NLP research in African languages, for 

Africans, by Africans. 

Masakhane roughly translates to “We build 

together” in isiZulu. 

Our goal is for Africans to shape and own 

these technological advances towards human 

dignity, well-being and equity, through 

inclusive community building, open 

participatory research and multidisciplinarity.

https://www.masakhane.io/
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Content
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Preparing the 

Vuk'uzenzele and ZA-gov-

multilingual South African 

multilingual corpora



Goals of the Project

Liberate and prepare textual multilingual
data from Government Communication 
Information System [GCIS] of the South 
African government.

Extract and align sentence pairs for all 
South African languages within the data. 

Automate as much of the process as 
possible.

Provide benchmarks for Machine 
Translation using this data.

Release the cleaned and machine readable 
data openly for other researchers to use.



Cabinet Statements

What is this source?

• Statement of Cabinet Meetings of the 
South African government.

• A few weeks after the English 
statement is published, translated 
statements are made available.

Need

• Extract statements and make them 
easily accessible for NLP.

• Automate the process with 
monitoring of website changes and 
grow the dataset.



Vuk’uzenzele Gov Newspaper

What is this source?

• “Vuk’uzenzele is a free Government 
Newspaper, committed to making a 
difference in the lives of South 
Africans”

• Published in 2 editions per month. 
Available physically and digitally [PDF} 
in all 11 South African languages.

Need

• Extract text from PDFS. Clean and 
make them easily accessible for NLP.

• Make the extraction process 
repeatable with humans in the loop.

https://www.vukuzenzele.gov.za/



Sentence Alignment and MT 
Benchmarks



Data Characteristics for Aligned Translations



MT Results

• Source languages which were not including in the original M2M100 pre-
training are highlighted

The highest BLEU scores are distributed across the ZA-
gov-multilingual and Autshumato NMT models

ZA-gov-multilingual models achieving a higher score for 
Setswana, Xitsonga and isiZulu

Highest benchmark result for Xitsonga across all 
datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of transfer 
learning for new low-resource language datasets.

Our contributions:

● Extend the benchmark translation resources (in the 
government data domain) to isiNdebele, isiXhosa, 
siSwati and Tshivenda

● Broaden the translation direction beyond English as 
the source language.

It is noted that variations in the Autsumato subset selections will yield 
different results and an in-depth analysis is left for future work.
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Demo
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A few shot learning approach for 

a multilingual recommendation 

system for Agro-Information 

Question Answering

F Banda (MITC Big Data Science),

J Nakatumba-Nabende, M Axmed, V 

Marivate



A few shot learning approach for a multilingual recommendation system for 
Agro-Information Question Answering 

• In many Sub-Saharan African
households, smallholder farming is at
the centre of their income and food
security and face many challenges
without any resources

• To bridge this gap , building low IT
maintenance support systems , can
provide support and reach a vast
majority of smallholder farmers in need.

This led to the following research question:
Can the main concept of Pattern exploiting
training (PET), which is a few shot fine-
tuning method limited to text classification,
be adapted for closed domain multilingual
extractive question answering ?



Closing 
it off
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A Call to Action

Get in touch with us.

We are looking for partners for language data (text, audio, 
video) 

Setting up communities of practice, training for young  
people with these skills. 

Increasing R&D Investment

Use Cases

Prof. Vukosi Marivate
vukosi.marivate@cs.up.ac.za
https://dsfsi.github.io
@vukosi
@DSFSI_Research

https://dsfsi.github.io


Collaborations
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DSFSI Support - Thank You

Grants/Gifts/Fellowships
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Thank you

Questions

Prof. Vukosi Marivate
vukosi.marivate@cs.up.ac.za
https://dsfsi.github.io
@vukosi
@DSFSI_Research

Keep in touch
Join our research group newsletter 

https://tinyletter.com/datascience-up/

Made with ❤️ in Tshwane
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